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ABSTRACT
In all free-living organisms a late-stage checkpoint
in the biogenesis of the small ribosomal subunit involves rRNA modification by an RsmA/Dim1
methyltransferase. The hyperthermophilic archaeon
Nanoarchaeum equitans, whose existence is confined to the surface of a second archaeon, Ignicoccus hospitalis, lacks an RsmA/Dim1 homolog.
We demonstrate here that the I. hospitalis host
possesses the homolog Igni 1059, which dimethylates the N6 -positions of two invariant adenosines
within helix 45 of 16S rRNA in a manner identical
to other RsmA/Dim1 enzymes. However, Igni 1059
is not transferred from I. hospitalis to N. equitans
across their fused cell membrane structures and the
corresponding nucleotides in N. equitans 16S rRNA
remain unmethylated. An alternative mechanism for
ribosomal subunit maturation in N. equitans is suggested by sRNA interactions that span the redundant
RsmA/Dim1 site to introduce 2´-O-ribose methylations within helices 44 and 45 of the rRNA.
INTRODUCTION
The rRNAs of all living organisms contain a variety of nucleotide modifications that are added post-transcriptionally
and are collectively essential for the process of protein
synthesis (1,2). Isomerization of uridines and 2 -O-ribose
methylations are catalyzed by enzyme complexes that are
guided to rRNA nucleotides by archaeal sRNAs (3,4) and
eukaryotic snoRNAs (5–7). Modifications on the nucleobases, however, are added by enzymes that require no such
assistance from small RNA molecules to find their specific
nucleotide targets, and this holds true for the enzymes that
* To

modify bacterial rRNAs (1,8). The bacterial methyltransferase RsmA (formerly KsgA) and its eukaryotic counterpart Dim1 catalyze N6 ,N6 -dimethylation at two invariant
adenosines (A1518 and A1519 in Escherichia coli, Figure
1A) in the loop of helix 45 at the 3 -end of the small ribosomal subunit RNA (9). The phylogenetic conservation of
RsmA indicates that it belongs to the core proteins necessary for cellular life (10,11) and is a requisite part of the
minimal translation apparatus (12).
Despite its high conservation, RsmA can be inactivated
and loss of this function confers resistance to the antibiotic kasugamycin (13). As a side effect of gaining resistance, E. coli rsmA-null mutants are prone to decoding errors (14), exhibit impaired growth, a cold-sensitive phenotype and an overall loss of fitness (15). Some of these
deleterious traits are connected with the removal of a latestage checkpoint in biogenesis of the 30S ribosomal subunit (15,16), and similar effects have been seen in a range
of Gram-positive and Gram-negative pathogens (17–19)
where RsmA inactivation is accompanied by loss of virulence (20,21). RsmA is also conserved in plant chloroplasts,
and loss of this function in Arabidopsis hinders growth at
low temperature (22). In eukaryotes as phylogenetically distant as Saccharomyces cerevisiae (23) and human cell lines
(24), inactivation of the RsmA homolog Dim1 causes buildup of unprocessed 18S rRNAs in precursors of cytoplasmic ribosomes and is generally a lethal event. In mitochondria, where homologs of RsmA/Dim1 are nuclear-encoded
(25,26), adenosine dimethylation by the human homolog hmtTFB1 is essential for assembly of the small mitoribosomal subunit (27).
Although RsmA/Dim1 homologs play important roles
in all free-living organisms and most organelles (28), at the
time of writing there are eight instances in the data banks
of organelles/organisms that lack a gene for RsmA. Three
of these cases, Paranosema grylli (29), Carsonella ruddii (30)
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the RsmA homolog, Igni 1059. The genome of N. equitans
is considerably smaller, encoding only 552 ORFs (37) without any obvious RsmA homolog. Due to its severely reduced genetic content, the continuance of N. equitans necessitates the transfer of multiple metabolic components
from I. hospitalis through their system of fused membranes
(35,38). Molecules larger than metabolites are probably not
transferred between the cells (39), although N. equitans cells
retain some contamination from I. hospitalis components
after isolation making it less than straightforward to draw
unambiguous conclusions about protein transfer. Thus at
the inception of this study, it was unclear whether N. equitans borrows an RsmA-homolog from I. hospitalis or
whether a fundamentally different mechanism of ribosome
maturation might be used.
The Igni 1059 enzyme is shown here to act as a true
RsmA homolog that N6 , N6 -dimethylates the two conserved
adenosine in helix 45 of 16S rRNA. Igni 1059 retains this
function when transferred to heterologous cells, as demonstrated here by the enzyme’s ability to complement an rsmAnull mutant of E. coli. However, the helix 45 adenosines in
the N. equitans rRNA remain unmodified and thus transfer
of Igni 1059 from I. hospitalis could be unequivocally ruled
out. A comprehensive map of the other types of modification at the 3 -end of the 16S rRNAs indicates how sRNA
interactions that direct 2 -O-ribose methylation in this region could represent an alternative means of guiding maturation of the small ribosomal subunit in N. equitans and
other nanoarchaea.
Figure 1. (A) Secondary structures of helices 44 and 45 in 16S rRNA from
Escherichia coli showing the sites of nucleotide methylation and the enzymes involved. These include RsmA, which N6 , N6 -dimethylates A1518
and A1519. All nucleotide annotations here use the E. coli numbering system. (B) The relative positions of helices 44 and 45 depicted on the 16S
rRNA secondary structure schematic. (C) The corresponding structures
in Nanoarchaeum equitans and (D) Ignicoccus hospitalis 16S rRNAs show
a high degree of conservation in and around helix 45. Nucleotide variations
that were used to distinguish and isolate the archaeal sequences are shown
on the N. equitans structure (boxes and the 60 nucleotide extension in helix 44). A single oligonucleotide was used for reverse transcriptase (RT)
primer extension reactions on all three rRNA, and hybridizes as indicated
(arrows) to the conserved sequence at the 3 -side of helix 45.

and Nasuia deltocephalinicola (31), are bacteria with highly
reduced genomes and are obligate intracellular parasites of
insects; in two further cases, organellar RsmA is absent in
S. cerevisiae (32) and in Euglena gracilis (11); and the three
remaining cases are the current members of the hyperthermophilic archaeal phylum of Nanoarchaeota comprising
Nanobsidianus stetteri (Nst1) (33), Nanopusillus acidilobi
(34) and Nanoarchaeum equitans (35). It is presently unclear
how such organisms/organelles compensate for the lack of
RsmA/Dim1 during the assembly and activation of their
ribosomes.
We have addressed this question in N. equitans, which
grows as an obligate commensalist/parasite on its archaeal
host Ignicoccus hospitalis. The I. hospitalis host grows at
more or less the same rate as a pure culture or in a co-culture
with N. equitans, and propagates within the temperatures
range 73–98◦ C (35). The I. hospitalis genome contains almost 1500 open reading frames (ORFs) (36) and includes

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In silico analysis
The KgsA/RsmA protein from E. coli K12 with UniProt
accession number (acc. nr.) P06992 and homologs from
Pyrococcus yayanosii (WP 013904865.1) and Methanocaldococcus sp. FS406-22 (WP 012981219.1) were used as
BLAST (40) queries against ORFs in I. hospitalis and N.
equitans. In each case, Igni 1059 (acc. nr. A8ABD5) was
identified in I. hospitalis as having the lowest E-value (8 ×
10−25 against the E. coli RsmA). No comparable ORF was
evident in N. equitans, where the closest hit was NEQ337
(acc. nr. Q74MB4) with a significantly higher E-value of 8
× 10−2 . E. coli rRNA methyltransferases (8) were used as
queries to screen the N. equitans genome for homologs catalyzing 5-methylpyrimidine modification.
Growth, cloning and RNA purification
Ignicoccus hospitalis was grown in pure culture and in coculture with N. equitans as previously described (35) and
cells were harvested at late log phase. Strains of E. coli
were grown in LB medium (41) at 37◦ C. The wild-type E.
coli strain BW25113 was grown without antibiotic, and the
Keio collection ΔrsmA knockout strain JW0050 (42) was
cultured with kanamycin at 50 g/ml. E. coli strains transformed with derivatives of plasmid pLJ102 (43) were grown
in medium containing 1mM IPTG and ampicillin at 50
g/ml.
The archaeal genes NEQ337 and Igni 1059 were amplified using the PCR forward primer 5 -TCATCATT
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TCATATGGTATTACCTTT and reverse primer 5 AATA
GCTGATCATAAGAAGGTTTAG for NEQ337, and the
forward primer 5 -AGGGGTTCATATGCTGAAGTGG
A and reverse primer 5 -GAATAAAGTGATCACGCTCC
TCCC for Igni 1059. Both the forward and both reverse
primers contain restriction sites for NdeI and BclI, respectively, for inserting into the expression plasmid pLJ102 (44).
RNA from E. coli was purified as described previously (45).
Archaeal RNA was extracted by resuspending 0.5 g of pelleted cells in 2.5 ml of 50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5, 10 mM
MgCl2 , 100 mM NH4 Cl. The cells were run twice through a
French press, followed by addition of 4 ml of TRIzol® (Life
Technologies). After 5 min incubation at room temperature,
0.8 ml chloroform was added. The samples were centrifuged
at 12,000 g for 5 min and the aqueous phase was transferred
to a new tube for extraction with phenol/chloroform.
Primer extension
A total of 4 pmol Cy5-labeled primer 5 -(Cy5)GGAGGT
GATCCAACCGC (Figure 1) was hybridized to 4 pmol
RNA by incubating at 80◦ C for 2 min in 4.5 l of 56 mM
HEPES pH 7.0 and 112 mM KCl followed by slow cooling to 42◦ C. Extension and sequencing reactions were performed with 1.5 U avian myelobalstosis virus (AMV) reverse transcriptase (Thermo Scientific) per reaction (46) and
analysed on 13% polyacrylamide-urea gels. Bands were visualized on a Typhoon FLA 9500 (GE Healthcare).
Isolation of defined rRNA sequence and analysis by matrix
assisted laser desorption-ionization time-of-flight (MALDIToF) mass spectrometry
DNA oligodeoxynucleotides were designed to hybridize
to the E. coli and two archaeal 16S rRNAs encompassing
helix 45 and surrounding nucleotides. About 1 nmol
of the oligo complementary to the E. coli sequence (5 AAGGAGGTGATCCAGCCGCAGGTTCCCCTACG
GTTACCTTGTTACGACTTCACCC), the N. equitans sequence (5 -GGAGGTGATCCAGCCGCAGGTTCCCC
TACGGCTACCTTGTGTCGACTT) or the I. hospitalis
sequence (5 -GGAGGTGATCCAGCCGCAGGTTCCC
CTACGGCTACCTTGTTACGACTTCTCCCCCCTC)
were mixed with 300 pmol of the respective rRNAs in 62.5
mM HEPES, pH 7 and 125 mM KCl and heated at 90◦ C
for 5 min and slowly cooled to 37◦ C. After hybridization,
rRNAs were digested with RNase A and mung bean
nuclease and protected rRNA fragments of approximately
the same length as the oligos were isolated on denaturing gels (47,48). Nuclease digestion at the mismatched
sequences (underlined bold above) facilitated separation
of I. hospitalis molecules from the I. hospitalis/N. equitans
rRNA mixture. An additional oligo complimentary to
nucleotides 1390–1446 on the 5 -side of N. equitans helix 44
(Figure 5) was used to isolate this rRNA sequence which
differs dramatically from the corresponding structure in I.
hospitalis (Figure 1). The rRNA samples were fragmented
further with RNase A or T1, and loaded onto MALDI
target plates precooled to 4◦ C. After crystallization of
the samples, the plates were gently heated to evaporate
any excess water. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry data

was collected in positive mode (UltrafleXtreme, Bruker)
(47,48).
Identification of ribose methylations by RiboMeth-seq
Archaeal RNAs from co-cultures of I. hospitalis/N. equitans were extracted as above and subjected to RiboMethseq analysis based on high-throughput sequencing (49) to
establish the positions and approximate stoichiometries of
2 -O-methylations. Briefly, 20–30 g of RNA were partially
degraded in 50 mM NaHCO3 /Na2 CO3 (pH 9.9) at 90◦ C
for 6 min and fragments of 20–40 nucleotides were purified
on 8% denaturing polyacrylamide gels. Adapters were affixed to the fragments by means of a co-transcribed HDV
ribozyme and a modified Arabidopsis thaliana tRNA ligase
specific for 2 ,3 -cyclic phosphates to facilitate reverse transcription and sequenced on the Ion Proton sequencing platform. The adapters were trimmed from the reads using Cutadapt v1.2.1, and the remaining sequences were mapped to
the I. hospitalis/N. equitans 16S and 23S rRNA sequences
using Bowtie 2 v2.1.0. The 5 - and 3 -read ends were counted
for each position and were scored on the basis of the read
counts (49).
RESULTS
Heterologous expression of N. equitans and I. hospitalis
methyltransferases in E. coli
In silico analyses of the genome structures indicated that
the Igni 1059 gene in I. hospitalis was a probable rsmA homolog. There was no obvious homolog of this gene in N.
equitans, and the closest, albeit distantly related, candidate
was NEQ337 where similarity to rsmA was limited to the
binding region for the methyl donor, S-adenosyl methionine. These genes and an active copy of the E. coli rsmA
were inserted into plasmids and expressed in a wild-type
and an rsmA-null mutant of E. coli. Dimethylation at the
N6 -position of adenosine halts the progress of AMV reverse
transcriptase (50), and results in gel bands corresponding
to the modified A1518 and A1519 nucleotides (Figure 2).
Quantification of the gel bands indicated that the RsmA enzyme almost completely dimethylates its adenosine targets
in the E. coli wild-type strain, and no further increase in
modification was achieved by over-expressing the enzyme
from an extra copy of the rsmA gene. The dimethylation
stop bands were absent for rRNA from the rsmA-null strain,
and were fully re-established by complementation with an
active copy of rsmA (Figure 2).
Expression of the recombinant Igni 1059 gene in the
rsmA-null strain revealed that this was indeed an rsmA homolog encoding an enzyme that dimethylates the same E.
coli 16S rRNA adenosines. Dimethylation at A1518 and
A1519 was somewhat less (∼50%) than that achieved by the
authentic E. coli enzyme (Figure 2B), although it should be
noted that the Igni 1059 enzyme was operating at more than
50◦ C below its customary temperature. The recombinant
Nanoarchaeum enzyme NEQ337 did not generate a stop at
A1518 or at A1519 consistent with its low sequence similarity to RsmA.
The primer extension method has certain limitations, and
the lack of read-through past dimethylated A1519 prevents
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Figure 2. Primer extension on rRNAs from Escherichia coli strains. (A)
The dideoxy sequencing reactions (C, U, A and G) were carried out
on rRNA from the rsmA null-mutant (). Extension reactions were on
rRNA from the wild-type (WT) strain; the wild-type strain with an extra,
plasmid-encoded copy of the E. coli rsmA gene (WT::rsmA); the rsmA nullmutant with plasmid-encoded rsmA (::rsmA); the uncomplemented rsmA
null-mutant (); the rsmA null-mutant with plasmid-encoded NEQ337
(::NEQ337); and the rsmA null-mutant with plasmid-encoded Igni 1059
(::Igni 1059). Adenosine dimethylation at A1518/1519 halts reverse transcription; the m2 G1516 modification is in all the E. coli strains and causes
pausing; the m3 U1498 modification (also present in all strains) causes a
complete stop. P, primer only. (B) Primer extension on the same rRNA
samples replacing dCTP with ddCTP in all reactions to obtain a complete stop at G1517 against which the bands for dimethylated A1518 and
A1519 were quantified. Under the growth conditions used here, Igni 1059
dimethylated approximately 50% of the E. coli nucleotides A1519 and/or
A1518. These nucleotides were dimethylated to >95% by E. coli’s own
RsmA enzyme (WT), and no further increase in modification was achieved
by over-expressing an extra copy of the rsmA gene (WT::rsmA).

quantification of the methylation status of A1518. Furthermore, this method cannot be used for accurate estimations
of N6 -adenosine monomethylation (50). These gaps in the
data were filled by analysis of the modified rRNA region using MALDI-ToF mass spectrometry. The 16S rRNA fragment AGGGGAACp encompassing the loop of helix 45
was found to have an m/z of 2761.7 (mass in Daltons plus
one proton) in the wild-type E. coli strain (Figure 3A). The
unmodified RNA fragment with this sequence has an m/z
of 2691.5, and the 70 Da difference in mass corresponds
to five methyl groups, one of which is at m2 G1516 (Figure
1A) with the remaining four on the N6 -positions of A1518
and A1519. The wild-type E. coli rRNA was thus almost
fully methylated with only a small component of unmodified rRNA. The rsmA-null mutant produced a minor unmethylated rRNA peak at m/z 2691 and a second, larger
peak at m/z 2705 that contained the m2 G1516 modification. This pattern remained unchanged upon expression of
NEQ337 in the E. coli null mutant (Figure 3B), consistent
with the sequence comparisons indicating that NEQ337
does not belong to the RsmA/Dim1 group of methyltransferases. BLAST searches show that NEQ337 is closely related to tRNA m1 A methyltransferases, most notably that

Figure 3. Mass spectral region for the RNase A fragment AGGGGAACp
from the loop of 16S rRNA helix 45 (nucleotides 1513–1520) in the E. coli
derivatives. The number of methyl groups added to this sequence is indicated at the bottom of the figure. (A) The wild-type E. coli rRNA fragment
at m/z 2761 is stoichiometrically modified with five methyl groups. (B) The
spectrum from the E. coli rsmA-null mutant contains a single methyl group
at m2 G1516 in the m/z 2705 peak, and this pattern remained unchanged
upon expression of NEQ337. (C) The E. coli rsmA-null mutant expressing Igni 1059 gave rise to a series of peaks from mono- and dimethylation
intermediates at A1518 and A1519.

from Methanolobus tindarius (W9DVZ5, with an E-value of
10−20 ).
After complementation of the E. coli null mutant with the
Igni 1059 gene, a more complex spectral pattern was evident with an array of peaks at m/z 2691, 2705, 2719, 2733,
2747 and 2761 (Figure 3C). These represent a small amount
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of the unmethylated AGGGGAACp fragment, and fragments with one methyl group at m2 G1516 and one to four
extra methyl groups added at A1518/A1519. The data are
consistent with the primer extension assays (Figure 2) showing that Igni 1059 is a functional RsmA homolog, whose
catalytic reaction had not gone to completion under the
sub-optimal temperature conditions.
Analysis of I. hospitalis and N. equitans 16S rRNAs for
adenosine dimethylation

Figure 4. Analyses of Nanoarchaeum equitans and Ignicoccus hospitalis
16S rRNA fragments containing helix 45. (A) Mass spectrum of RNase
A fragments generated from the N. equitans 16S rRNA sequence from nucleotides 1492–1539. The mass/charges (m/z) measured are given above
the peaks and matched the theoretical values (box) to within 0.2 Da. (B)
Enlargements of the spectrum show that the N. equitans 16S rRNA is virtually clear of I. hospitalis contamination that would give a distinctive AACp
fragment at m/z 982.2; and (C) the N. equitans helix 45 loop adenosines are
in the fragment AGGGGAACp that flies at m/z 2691.5, indicating that this
sequence contains no modification. In addition, several 2´-O-methylations
were evident in this region of the N. equitans 16S rRNA and these are analyzed in detail in Supplementary Figures S2 and S3. (D) The full spectrum
from the helix 45 region of 16S rRNA from a pure culture of I. hospitalis.
Here, (E) the distinctive AACp fragment is evident, as is (F) the 56 Da increase in mass of the AGGGGAACp fragment indicating that A1518 and
A1519 are dimethylated. The additional peaks at m/z 1327 and 1688 arise
from modified sequences (Supplementary Figure S3).

Having established that I. hospitalis has a functional RsmA
homolog and that N. equitans has none, we then addressed
the questions of the extent to which Igni 1059 is expressed
in its natural setting within I. hospitalis and whether the
enzyme is passed over to N. equitans. Primer extension on
rRNA from pure cultures of I. hospitalis cells halted almost
completely at positions A1518/A1519 indicating that these
adenosines were close to fully dimethylated (E. coli rRNA
numbering is used throughout for the archaeal sequences).
However, there was considerable reverse transcriptase readthrough past these nucleotides using rRNA template mixtures obtained from co-cultures of N. equitans and I. hospitalis (Supplementary Figure S1). The sequence of helix
45 is identical in N. equitans and I. hospitalis (Figure 1),
but diverges in helix 44. The rRNA species could therefore
be readily differentiated, showing that read-though past
A1518/A1519 was solely due to extension on N. equitans
rRNA (Supplementary Figure S1).
This result, while demonstrating that N. equitans contains
16S rRNA lacking dimethylation at A1518/A1519, did not
rule out the possible existence of a subset of N. equitans
16S rRNA molecules that possessed these modifications.
Therefore, to sample the entire complement of 16S rRNA
molecules from each organism, DNA oligonucleotides specific for N. equitans or I. hospitalis rRNAs were hybridized
to 50–60 nucleotides extending across helices 44 and 45
and any unprotected mismatched sequences were clipped
with nucleases. This approach enabled us to fish out fragments of specific lengths for each of the two organisms. The
mass spectrum of the N. equitans rRNA fragment showed
that it was virtually free from contaminating I. hospitalis
rRNA, and vice versa (Figure 4). The helix 45 loop in N.
equitans 16S rRNA contained in the AGGGGAACp fragment was devoid of modification (Figure 4C), whereas the
corresponding rRNA region from I. hospitalis was almost
fully dimethylated at both adenosines (Figure 4F). Thus,
Igni 1059 functions effectively in I. hospitalis and is not
transferred to substitute for the lack of a homologous enzyme in N. equitans. From this observation it can be inferred
that trafficking from I. hospitalis to N. equitans of other
molecules as big as or larger than the 27 kDa Igni 1059 is
highly unlikely.
Additional methylations within 16S rRNA helices 44 and 45
The MALDI spectra revealed a series of 2 -O-ribose methylations in the regions neighboring helix 45 (Figure 4). These
were evident from the masses of certain RNA fragments
and also from the protection against nuclease digestion afforded by 2 -O-methylation. Such effects can be seen in
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mentary Figure S2B). These modifications were confirmed
in the overlapping RNase T1 fragment UC(Am)(Am)Gp
(nucleotides 1406–1410), which additionally contained a
third methylation localized to the base of U1406 or C1407
(Supplementary Figure S2C). This modification hindered
neither RNase cleavage nor primer extension with reverse
transcriptase, and is thus consistent with pyrimidine C-5
methylation (48). Some bacteria including E. coli possess
the methyltransferase RsmF that modifies m5 C1407 (Figure 1A) and N. equitans possesses a homolog of this enzyme, NEQ536 (accession # Q74MV4) with an E-value of
4 × 10−62 compared to E. coli RsmF.
Not all nucleotides were captured in the MALDI-MS
analyses with mono- and dinucleotide RNase fragments
being particularly elusive (48). We therefore employed an
additional analytical procedure involving high-throughput
sequencing of the rRNAs (RiboMeth-seq) to check the
positions and stoichiometries of 2 -O-methylations (49).
This method confirmed the findings from the MALDIMS and primer extension experiments for 2 -O-methylation
at N. equitans 16S rRNA nucleotides Am1408, Am1409,
Gm1508, Um1528, Gm1530 and Am1534; in addition, 2 Omethylation was also found on nucleotide Cm1402 (Supplementary Figure S3). Fragments containing nucleotide
1402 were not observed in the MALDI mass spectra suggesting that they had been displaced from the expected
mass range by nucleobase modification; sequence ambiguity at G1401 detected in the RiboMeth-seq analyses suggest
that this guanine is modified. In the I. hospitalis rRNA, 2 methylation was similarly observed at positions 1408, 1409
and 1528, while other sites at Um1380, Cm1397, Gm1505,
Gm1527 and Cm1533 revealed a distinctly different modification pattern to that seen in the N. equitans rRNA (Supplementary Figure S3).
Figure 5. Sites of 2 O-ribose methylation within helices 44 and 45 of
Nanoarchaeum equitans 16S rRNA, showing the complete sequence of this
region and the sRNA Neq sR13 (red). Methylation within the decoding
site at Am1408 (and presumably also at neighboring Am1409) is directed
by the D box of Neq sR13, while methylation at Am1534 within the antiShine Dalgarno sequence is directed by the D box of the same sRNA. The
Gm1508 methylation is guided by the D box of Neq sR18; Um1528 by the
D box of Neq sR25; and Gm1530 by the D box of Neq sR20 with the D
box of the same sRNA guiding the methylation at Cm1920 in 23S rRNA.
No obvious sRNA candidate for the Cm1402 methylation was apparent
in the N. equitans genome or RNA-seq data. The sRNA sequences have
previously been reported by Dennis etal. (55).

the N. equitans fragments A(Gm)Cp (nucleotides 1507–
1509), (Um)G(Gm)AUp (1528-1532) and (Am)Cp (15341535) (Figure 4A, with expanded views of these spectral regions in Supplementary Figure S2). The Gm1508 modification was confirmed in the primer extension analysis of helix
45 (Supplementary Figure S1) by reducing the concentration of dCTP to cause preferential pausing at 2 -O-methyl
guanosine (51).
The neighboring helix 44 has an extended structure in
N. equitans compared to I. hospitalis (Figures 1 and 5)
and this sequence was isolated and screened by MALDIMS. Stoichiometric 2 -O-ribose methylation was observed
at N. equitans Am1408 and Am1409 in the RNase A fragment (Am)(Am)GCp from nucleotides 1408–1411 (Supple-

DISCUSSION
The bacterial RsmA and eukaryotic Dim1 enzymes are believed to act primarily in quality control mechanisms that
prevent immature small ribosomal subunits from entering
the translation cycle (15,28). This essential enzymatic function has been maintained in most eukaryotic organelles including mammalian mitochondria (27), and also in mollicutes bacteria with parasitic lifestyles which despite having
undergone massive genome reduction have retained their
RsmA methyltransferase (12). Further reduction in the size
of such genomes using synthetic biology approaches has
shown that cells lacking rsmA remain viable albeit with a
slower growth rate and a requirement for optimized culturing conditions (52). Taken together these observations suggest that there is a clear selective advantage for organisms
to retain rsmA even when undergoing extensive genome reduction.
RsmA function is, however, completely absent in N. equitans despite living under the same extreme physiological
conditions as its archaeon host, I. hospitalis, which uses
the RsmA homolog Igni 1059 as a conventional means for
rRNA methylation and supposedly also for ribosome maturation. Intriguingly, the structures of helices 44 and 45 in
N. equitans, with stable G-C rich stems respectively capped
with UUCG and GGAA tetraloops (Figure 5) would pre-
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sumably, if left unhindered, fold rapidly and stably after
transcription. It can be envisioned some means of modulating the folding of this rRNA region is required to facilitate the production of functional N. equitans ribosomal subunits.
We suggest that an RNA-guided mechanism in N. equitans substitutes for the protein (RsmA/Dim1)-directed
checkpoint seen in other organisms (15,24,53). This process would be an integral part of the archaeal mechanism
for 2 -O-ribose methylation where C/D box sRNAs direct
a complex of L7Ae/Nop5/fibrillarin proteins to specific
rRNA nucleotides (54). The proteins of the fibrillarin complex and sRNAs are abundantly expressed in N. equitans
(39,55), and here we draw attention to the sRNA Neq sR13.
The 5 -region of Neq sR13 is complementary to N. equitans 16S rRNA nucleotides 1405–1415 with the D guiding
methylation at A1408, while the 3 -region is complementary to nucleotides 1531–1540 and the D box directs methylation to A1534 (Figure 5). In the comparable, and wellcharacterized, sRNA complexes of the hyperthermophilic
archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus, methylation occurs sequentially with D box-guided modification being dependent on
prior modification at the D box (56). This would correspond to modification and release of the N. equitans A1408
region from the sRNA complex prior to modification at
A1534. Sequential release of the helix 44/45 regions from
Neq sR13, possibly coordinated with the binding of other
sRNAs in this region (Figure 5), could create a series of temporal windows enabling the various stages in ribosome assembly to occur in a coordinated fashion.
A similar series of events can be envisaged in a second
nanoarchaeon, N. acidilobi, for which the genome sequence
has recently been published (34). N. acidilobi also clearly
lacks a homolog of rsmA, and the inferred structure its16S
rRNA helices 44 and 45 together with a matching sRNA
are illustrated in Supplementary Figure S4. The putative
sRNA–rRNA interactions indicate that 2 -O-methylation
would be directed via the D -box initially to nucleotide
A1408 in helix 44, and then to nucleotide G1508 in helix 45
(Supplementary Figure S4) potentially guiding the folding
of the 3 -end of the N. acidilobi 16S rRNA.
While the presence of a functional RsmA homolog in
I. hospitalis does not preclude 2 -O-methylation at some
of the equivalent nucleotide positions, the sRNA interactions are distinctly different from those in N. equitans and
N. acidilobi. Modification at I. hospitalis position Gm1408
is guided by the D box of the sRNA Iho sR56, while the box
D sequence of this sRNA directs methylation to nucleotide
U1380. Methylation in the I. hospitalis anti-Shine Dalgarno
sequence is shifted one nucleotide to C1533 and involves a
presently unknown sRNA. The Gm1508 modification identified in N. equitans (Figure 5) and proposed for N. acidilobi
(Supplementary Figure S4) is absent in I. hospitalis (Supplementary Figure S3).
Nucleotide 1408 and its neighboring nucleotide 1409 are
of particular functional interest, and both of these are 2 O-methylated in N. equitans and I. hospitalis (Supplementary Figure S3). Nucleotides 1408 and 1409 abut the universally conserved adenosines A1492 and A1493 (Figure
1), which are essential components of the ribosomal decoding site (57). Methylation at the 2 -O-positions of N. equi-

tans Am1408 and Am1409 is stoichiometric, as shown by
MALDI-MS (Supplementary Figure S2) and RiboMethseq methods (Supplementary Figure S3), and these modifications undoubtedly play a role in modulating the N.
equitans decoding site. Methylation at the corresponding
nucleotides Gm1408 and Cm1409 in the I. hospitalis 16S
rRNA (Supplementary Figure S3) suggests that such modifications play an integral part in the decoding process, and
the lack of base conservation at nucleotides 1408 and 1409
indicates that their main contribution to the decoding process is made through their methylated minor groove edges.
The mechanism by which 2 -O-methylation is directed
to nucleotide 1409 remains unclear. The canonical site of
sRNA-guided methylation is the fifth nucleotide 5 to the
D/D box (55,58,59), in this case nucleotide 1408, and we
have not uncovered independent sRNAs that might be responsible for the adjacent 1409 modifications. The most
straightforward interpretation would be that the D box of
Neq sR13 guides methylation at both 1408 and 1409 in N.
equitans, and the Iho sR56 D box directs the same pair
of modifications in I. hospitalis. In both species, modification at nucleotide 1409 occurs to the same extent as at
1408 (Supplementary Figure S3), which would suggest that
both methylations are specific, rather than being caused
by random slippage of the modification complex on the
rRNA. Determining whether N. acidilobi has the same pattern and mechanism of 1408/1409 methylation awaits empirical analysis of its 16S rRNA (Supplementary Figure S4).
From the recently published sequences (55), sRNAs
could be assigned for most of the other sites of 2 -Omethylation within the N. equitans and I. hospitalis helix
44/45 regions. However, there are additional exceptions including the Cm1402 methylation (Figure 5) for which no
suitable sRNA candidate was detected in N. equitans. The
D box of Iho sR11 could direct Cm1402 methylation in
I. hospitalis, although the level of methylation at this nucleotide (<50%) was below the cut-off for inclusion here
(Supplementary Figure S3E).
Interaction of the sRNA components of the 2 -Omodification complexes have previously been proposed to
act as chaperones to facilitate folding of archaeal rRNAs by
bringing together regions that are distant from each other
in the primary structure (55,60). While such mechanisms
are distinct from the role proposed here for the retarding
of 16S rRNA folding by Neq sR13, we do see sRNAs that
might assist long-range rRNA interaction. For instance, the
D box of Neq sR20 directs the Gm1530 methylation adjacent to 16S rRNA helix 45 while the D box of the same
sRNA guides methylation at Cm1920 within helix 69 of
23S rRNA. We have confirmed the Cm1920 modification
by both mass spectrometry and Ribo-Meth-seq approaches
(data not shown). The stage of ribosomal subunit maturation at which these modifications are added is unclear, although it is perhaps worthy of note that these 16S and 23S
rRNA helices come into close proximity across the subunit
interface upon 30S–50S association to form translationally
active ribosomes (61,62).
In conclusion, we show here that the 3 -ends of the 16S
rRNA are heavily modified in the hyperthermophilic archaea N. equitans and I. hospitalis. In addition to the extensive list of 2 -O-methylations shown in Supplementary
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Figure S3, base modifications including m5 C1407 and at,
or adjacent to, C1402 are present in this region. Such modifications are undoubtedly important for maintaining rRNA
structures at high temperature (63,64), and we propose here
that they also play roles in subunit folding and maturation. Our modification data and the implied involvement of
sRNA Neq sR13 suggest that the protein-based checkpoint
for small ribosomal subunit maturation found in most organisms could be carried out by an RNA-based mechanism
in N. equitans and other Nanoarchaeota.
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